Abstract-In this paper, a SAR raw data simulation method for urban scene is presented based on the hypothesis that urban area is a set of vertical buildings placed over a random rough dielectric terrain. Facet model and Kirchhoff approach appropriately including multiple-scattering effects are adopted here to compute scattering coefficients in the scattering model, which operates in two-dimensional Fourier transformed domain. Methods of computing the scattering coefficients in different conditions are discussed in detail. Subsequently, the computational formulas and steps are also provided. It is known that the scattering model can effectively simulate the urban scene. The proposed simulation method of SAR raw echo turns out to be valid through simulation and analysis of the imaging to raw echo.
Fig. 1 Geometrical relation between building and ground
In [4] the author analyzes the multiple scattering model and the conditions in point in detail, the relative conclusions of which are cited here directly. Superposition of first-, second-, and third-order contributions fully represent the scattered field; higher order mutual interactions do not give any contribution to the backscattered field to the radar antenna because the wall surface is supposed flat. In order to account for multiple scattering between buildings and terrain, we use Geometric optics (GO) to evaluate the field reflected by the smooth wall toward the ground (first bounce) or the sensor (second or third bounce), and PO (Physical optics) or GO (depending on ground surface roughness) to evaluate the field scattered by the ground toward the wall (first or second bounce) or the sensor (second bounce).
I. INTRODUCTION SAR, one of the advanced techniques of radar imaging was developed in 1970s
, which is applied widely in many areas such as military, ocean, agriculture and so on. Software simulation, which produces simulative echo and images, is a very important and economical method in research of SAR systems [1] .
Franceschetti [2] shows a ground scene based digital elevation model (DEM) by establishing SARAS Synthetic Aperture Radar Advanced Simulators simulation system. A computing method of backscattered field of building scenes and some formulas are also provided in [3] .
In the prevailing literature there are many researches about the computing method of backscattering field which has only single scattering. The method in [2] is employed in the paper. The statistic characteristic of backscattering coefficient of single scattering and double scattering has been given in [3] Table III, Table IV . Below the method of computing scattering coefficient in double and triple scattering based upon single facet will be deduced. The single-[ fig.2 (a) In this paper the methods of facet model and Kirchhoff approach are used to compute scattering coefficient based on the analysis to backscattering field and backscattering coefficient based upon [3] .
II. SCATTERING MODEL OF BUILDING
Urban scene is supposed as a set of vertical buildings on a random rough dielectric terrain here. In case of just an isolated cube building for convenient analysis, whose geometrical figure is showed in fig .1 . Its vertical surface is parallel with axis Z and the bottom side is Z=0. 
III. FACET MODEL
Facet Model is physical model of simulating ground scattering characteristics. The natural ground scene can be described by amounts of small facets which are tangent to the surface of scenes. The electromagnetic field scattering characteristics of the ground scene result from coherent superposition of backscattering field of facet [5] . The electromagnetic field scattering characteristics of facet is decided according to the roughness degree [6] of the facet surface and medium material [7] The dimension of facet is bigger than the signal wavelength and less than resolution cell of radar so far [3] .
IV. THE COMPUTATION METHOD OF SCATTERING COEFFICIENT

A. Scattering coefficient from walls to the ground wg S
Because the relation is not backscattering between the direction of incident wave and scattering wave,
, and the facet scattering coefficient computation formula can be not used directly here in literature [3] and need to be deduced again.
According to Kirchhoff approach theory scattering field physical optics of each facet can be deem approximately:
and are respectively polarized Fresnel reflection coefficients along the direction of
reflects the electromagnetism characteristics of polarization and facet surface and reflects the shape of facet [2] . According to the geometrical relative in fig.1 ,
Meantime, the scattering field strength along the mirror reflection direction of incide t wave is biggest because the surface of walls is flat. Here is reflection direction and One: Generate building scene DEM data under background of Gauss random distribution.
B. Scattering coefficient in other conditions
Two: Compute the first scattering coefficient and the mean of scattering coefficient of the same distance cells to the ground facet. There are two cases: One: The scattering is backscattering when it is the second bound in triple scattering. Two: When it is the first bound in double scattering, the normal vector of facet obeys also random distribution as the ground is fluctuant randomly. The formula can be not given together and can be computed according to equation (2) 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The system parameters of airborne SAR simulation are as follows:
3) Scattering coefficient from the ground to the sensor: There are three cases: One: When it is the second bound in double scattering, it can be computed by equation (2) directly. Two: When it is the second bound in triple scattering, it belongs backscattering. Three: When it is the first bound, it belongs backscattering. 
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C. Computation of multiple-scattering coefficients
Velocity of airplane 250m/s Horizontal wave width The scattering figures are fig.3, fig.4, fig.5 , fig.6 and image of raw signal is fig.7 . fig.3 , fig.4 and fig. 5 , we can obviously see layover from left to right, subsequently light scattering lines resulting from double scattering, triple scattering and shadow which is special phenomenon of SAR image etc. Meanwhile, the locations of layover and shadow are relative to the length of the building.
When the , here the vertical wall is not vertical to the moving direction. The image to the raw echo is as following fig. 6 . We can see the second contribution is less than when from the figure, which is the same to the conclusion in reference [3] . fig. 3 . the raw echo generated by the former steps is imaged by RD algorithm and two-dimensional figure is as following fig. 7 . We can see from it that image is approach to corresponding scattering figure in fig. 3 and the echo simulation algorithm is tested to be valid.
The parameters of ground scene are as follows: 
CONCLUSION
The paper gives the formulas of computing scattering coefficient from wall to ground in double and triple scattering based on facet building according to Kirchhoff approach and facet model. At the same time, the scattering coefficients and echoes of building scenes with different parameters are also simulated. The method in the paper is approach to practical situation. The surface of ground and buildings is divided many facets. The normal direction is the same at the same side. The multiple-scattering contributions can be approach computed by Kirchhoff and the scattering coefficient of the scene is the result of add of every facet scattering coefficient.
The result of test shows that the simulative method can response the special characteristics of SAR image, such as layover, shadow, azimuth base point and so on. Moreover, the method can simulate raw signals adapted various SARs to different roughness degrees, different dielectrics, different building shapes, different polarizations and so on.
